
1. Introduction
Perhaps human hand is the most useful tool to interact with

the environment we live. We manipulate the physical world
most open and most naturally with our hand. Along with speech
and facial expression, hand gestures are used as one of the
primary methods of communication between people [1]. Hand
gesture is also useful to communicate between the deaf. And
hand gesture recognition systems to interpret sign language for
the deaf have been developed [2-4].

Virtual environment is the representation of a computer
model or database, which can be interactively experienced by
the virtual environment participant(s) [5]. Nowadays there are
many attempts for effective interaction with the virtual
environment [6].

One of the attempts to make the effective interface with
virtual environment is using gestures. A key reason for using
hand gestures in human-computer interaction is to take
advantage of natural and intuitive communication methods [7].
We use hands to manipulate goods and to communicate
symbolic meanings. But most of the virtual reality systems only
use hand device to manipulate virtual objects in virtual
environment by tracking the hand gesture. Some of them only
recognize the hand gesture and represent symbolic meanings. It
is necessary to use human hand gesture not only for
manipulating virtual environment by sensing data but also for
symbolic communication with virtual environment to be more
useful interface.

An avatar is the representation of participant in virtual

environment. The avatar is required to have active autonomous
behaviors together with a series of strings which the user is
continuously pulling as smoothly as possible [8]. Using the
avatar, participant can be represented easily and interact with
other participants in virtual environment.

This paper propose a hand gesture recognition system,
especially arm gesture, which recognize the pre-defined
symbolic meaning for the control of avatar’s basic motion as
well as tracking motion of the participant for the avatar slaving.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, overall
system structure is described. And gesture for the control of
avatar is defined.  Direction recognition classifier and
orientation recognition classifier are explained in section 3.  In
section 4, shows the primary result. And then follow conclusion
and acknowledgement.

2. Overview of Gesture Recognition System
Most hand gesture recognition system is based on glove

devices or vision systems [8]. Glove devices are more accurate
and fast than vision-based systems. But it’s more expensive and
encumbered than vision systems. In case of vision based system,
it is difficult to calculate the position of hand or arm and
difficulty in real time processing.

For the Virtual Office Environment Systems (VOES), which
can have multi-participants, both of them are not proper for
expensive or difficulty in real-time processing. This gesture
recognition system uses the arm data for the control of the
avatar. Using this arm data, we can control the avatar by
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slaving the motion of the participant’s one arm. Also we can
command the avatar by the recognition of the arm gesture. We
attached two polhemus sensors on the forearm and upper arm.

For the recognition of the hand gesture, at the first position
and orientation data for the forearm and upper arm are sensed.
The data are transformed for the proper coordinate system
according to virtual environment.

The position data is used to estimate motion states. These
motion states decide current state of the gesture considering the
previous movement of gesture. It is also used to determine
whether the given gesture is meaningful or not by checking the
state flow.

Proper functions are called to recognize the basic elements of
the gesture for each state. After that, these recognition results
for basic elements are interpreted to recognize the meaning of
gestures. We have two interpretation modes. The first mode is
just to track data used in simulating the motion of the
participant’s. By which data, we can generate more realistic
motion of avatar. The second mode is interpretation of gestures
as commands. By gesture command, we may control avatar
with symbolically.

walk run bye

shake stand sit down

open door close door mode change

Fig. 1 The defined command gestures

For the control of the avatar, we define 9 command gestures.
Fig. 1 shows defined gestures. 8 of them are commands to
control the avatar. Last one is the command to change mode. 8
command gestures are ‘walk’, ‘run’, ‘bye’, ‘shake’, ‘stand’, ’sit
down’, ‘open door’, and ‘close door’. These are come from
basic motion for generation of avatar control. In cases of walk
and run, we calculate the velocity of the gesture to move avatar
according to the moving velocity of the participant, which may
give direct and easy method for the control of avatar according
to user’s intention. By using these techniques, we can easily
control the motion of the avatar.

In mode changing gesture, we make a circle, which is easy
and can be drawn with the same start point and end point. At
first, it changes the mode to command mode. In command
mode, this gesture changes mode to tracking mode. In tracking
mode, this gesture changes mode to command mode.

3. Gesture Recognition
The system structure for the gesture recognition is composed

of 4 stages. Fig. 2 shows the system configuration.
The first stage is data sensing for forearm and upper arm and

coordinate transformation. With polhemus sensor, this system
get a pair of 3D position data (x, y, z) and rotation data (roll,
pitch, yaw) for the forearm and upper arm. Coordinate
transformation is done according to the virtual environment.

The second stage is the state estimation. According to the
velocity of motion and change of velocity, we partitioned 10
different state which are similar to state for Korean sign
language recognition system [4]. For the state estimation, we
use motion partition and finite state automata (FSA).

Fig. 2 System configuration
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The third stage is the basic element recognition for each
gesture by Fuzzy and Neural Networks classifier. For the
recognition of gesture, we use 2 kinds of classifiers. One is the
direction classifier by fuzzy rule. The other is the orientation
classifier by Fuzzy Min-Max Neural Networks (FMMNN) [9].
These classifiers are executed according to the state. Using this
classifier, we recognize the basic elements of gestures.

The fourth stage is to interpret the meaning of gesture and
send command or to track arm data to simulate of the avatar.

The interpretation of gesture is done considering the position
classifier results, the orientation classifier results and an angle
of the elbow.
3.1. Direction Recognition

Direction classifier recognizes 8 basic direction elements. As
there are time-scale variance, dimensional complexity and no
staring/ ending point in hand gesture, the recognition of
dynamic hand gesture is difficult [10]. To overcome such
difficulties, this system uses the state automata to segment the
gesture and to find the beginning and ending of gesture. To
overcome the problem of time scale variance, this system use
feature extraction method [11] for recognition of each gesture.
And to overcome variation of gesture in each person and to get
the accuracy of the executed gesture, we used fuzzy rule.

Features are selected to distinguish 8 basic elements of
direction effectively. The selected features are as follows. ‘k’ is
current sampling time.

(a) Relative end position (EP): relative end position of
gesture from the beginning point of the gesture.

(b) Cumulative length of motion (CL): length of motion
trajectory for each axis.

(c) Total direction change (TC): sum of direction change in
each sampling time.

(d) Change of Direction: direction change for each axis.

Using this features and fuzzy rule, this system classifies 8
different direction class.
3.2. Orientation Recognition

Polhemus senses rotation data as Euler angle. Using this data,
this system classifies orientation of each gesture at the
beginning. We use Fuzzy Min-Max Neural Networks [9] for the
recognition of orientation. FMMNN can have many hyper-
boxes for one class. And, the membership function of the
hyper-box is expressed as follows.

In equation (6), A is input vector for rotation data, which is
normalized to [0,1]. And, V, W define min and max points of
fuzzy set hyper-box. N is number of input dimension.

For orientation classifier, initial min-max values of the
networks are determined by training with sample data. 5 basic
elements are defined to identify similar direction gesture.

4. Experiments
We run this system in Silicon Graphics Computer, Octane

and 2 Fastrak, for the tracking sensors. Fig. 3 shows initial
experiment results. we made gesture more than 20 times for
each gesture.

Fig. 3 Gesture Recognition Rate
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  Recognition rate is 82.15% in average. To improve this
gesture recognition system, we use orientation limitation in
each gesture interpretation and improved the recognition rate.
Still ‘run’ gesture recognition rate is not good. So we use elbow
angle. Using this we can improve the system.

In addition to this basic command gesture, this system
calculates the velocity of motion in case of walk and run to
control avatar more easily.

5. Conclusion
To make useful interface to control of avatar, we show hand

gesture recognition system. Using this system, we can
command avatar and simulate participants motion. This system
also shows effectiveness of fuzzy rule and fuzzy min-max
neural networks for the recognition of gesture basic elements.
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